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ABSTRACT
The purpose of contemporary dentin bonding agent is to know or understand the clinical effectiveness of contemporary resin-based dentin bonding agents primarily focusing on the longevity of restoration. Despite the significant improvements of adhesive systems, the bonded interface remains the weakest area of tooth-colored restorations. The most important reasons for the failure of adhesive restorations with earlier adhesives are the loss of retention and the deficient marginal adaptation. However, the introduction of reliable adhesive restorative materials has subsequently reduced the need for extensive tooth preparation. Dentin bonding has evolved from no-etch to total-etch to self-etch systems. The development of self-etching primer adhesive systems has greatly simplified resin bonding procedures, as a separate etching step is no longer required. There is much interest and activity nowadays with dentin bonding agents. More focus has been laid upon conservative approach of tooth preparation. Therefore, introduction of adhesive restorative materials has reduced the need for an extensive tooth preparation. Modern dental bonding systems come as a “three-step system”, where the etchant, primer, and adhesive are applied sequentially; as a “two-step system”, where the etchant and the primer are combined for simultaneous application; and as a “one-step system”, where all the components should be premixed and applied in a single application (so-called seventh generation of bonding agents). So, now the newer generations of bonding agents, self-etch, total etch and their mechanisms and their inner microscopic changes are explained in detail in the forthcoming pages.
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Introduction

The traditional drill and fill approach is largely a concept of past for the younger generation. Today’s operative dentistry primarily involves “minimally invasive” care because the dental profession now recognizes that an artifact is of less biological value than the original healthy tissue. The adhesive materials have revolutionized dentistry by opening up conservative cavity preparation options. Also, adhesive techniques promote “maintenance and repair” instead of changing the entire restorations which has further boosted its use in varied applications of everyday clinical practice.¹,²

The primary factor in the premature failure of moderate to large composite restorations is secondary caries at the margins, particularly the gingival margin of the restorations due to unreliable dentin bonding.³,⁴ These resin-based materials tend to have a major weak link at the resin-dentin interface. Although bonding to enamel has been quiet predictable, bonding to dentin poses a million-dollar challenge till date. Modern adhesive system is superior to their predecessors especially in terms of retention that is no longer a major cause of premature clinical failure.⁵ Though the current adhesive systems have tremendously improved the complex dentin bonding there are still changes that are needed to be addressed.

Over the last 40 years, there seemed to be an expansion of knowledge in this area major advances have been made in both adhesive monomer formulations and in pre-treatment of dentin to improve resin penetration inside the tissue matrix. It is hoped that this review will stimulate critical thinking in this area and encourage new research into problems yet unsolved.⁷

The concept of adhesive has been essentially the most noteworthy development in ever progressing sciences, over the past three decades bonding of resin-based composite filing has been revolutionized by advances in dental bonding technology.⁸

There has been a noteworthy alteration in the principles of cavity preparation design, from the age old principles of “extension for prevention” defined by G.V. Black to a more carious lesion-centered method. This lesion-centered method is promising through the innovations in adhesive restorative materials and through the introduction of computer-assisted ways and means of caries detection, an enhanced understanding of the role of magnification, digital radiography and caries
Composition Of Dentin Bonding Agents

**Etchants:**

Etchants are strong acids which are used to remove smear layers and open tubules, increase retention of resin sealant and promote mechanical retention. They dissolve minerals and allow the formation of micromechanical interlocking in enamel and dentin 30-50% of phosphoric acid can be used but exactly 37% of phosphoric acid is preferred for etching to produce consistent etching pattern which do not damage the pulp. If the concentration is at 50% or greater than 50% then it results in the deposition of adherent layer of mono-calcium phosphate monohydrate on the etched surface which inhibits further dissolution. Etchant is supplied as an aqueous gel to allow placement over a specific area. Composition of these gels is colloidal silica or polymer beads. Other materials used as etchants are maleic acid, tartaric acid, citric acid, EDTA, acidic monomers, polyacrylic acid, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid.

**Patterns of etching:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>Most common etching pattern. This involves removal of enamel prism cores with prism peripheries remaining leaving intact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>Here peripheries are removed leaving the cores intact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>This is associated with the presence of prism less enamel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Primers:**

Primers are solutions containing hydrophilic monomers that get dissolved in a solvent like acetone, ethanol or water. Such monomers exhibit hydrophilic properties through

HEMA- Phosphate, phenyl p{(2-methacryloyloxyethyl) phenyl hydrogen phosphate} -Phosphate, carboxylic acid, alcohol.

10-MDP (methacryloyloxydecyl dihydrogen phosphate)

4-meta (4-methacryloyloxyethyl tri mellitic acid)

4-META (4-methacryloyloxyethyl tri mellitic anhydride)

MAC-10(11methacryloyloxy-1,1-undecanedicarboxylic acid)

**Solvent:**

The addition of solvents to resin is indispensable to the composition of adhesives that needs to be bonded to the dentine. Primers/adhesives have low viscosity due to dissolution of monomers in a solvent that improves their diffusion ability in the micro retentive tooth surface. Most commonly used solvents are water, ethanol and acetone. Water ionizes acid monomers and re-expands the collagen network which had already collapsed. Ethanol is used instead of water as co-solvent. Water-alcohol combination mixtures start the formation of hydrogen bonds between water and ethanol molecules which leads to better evaporation of water ethanol aggregate than plain water. Acetone consists of high vapor pressure. The advantage is that the pressure is four times higher than ethanol. It is highly volatile which has a less shelf life by rapid evaporation. Both ethanol and acetone can remove water easily as they have better miscibility with hydrophobic monomers. So they are called “water chasers”.

The main purpose of adhesive is to fill inter-fibrillar spaces of the collagen network that created a hybrid layer and resin tags for micromechanical retention.

Adhesive is composed of

BIS-GMA-Bisphenol Glycidyl Methacrylate

TEGDMA-Tri Ethyl Glycol Dimethacrylate

UDMA –Urethane Dimethacrylate

and small amounts of HEMA -2 Hydoxy Ethyl Methacrylate

**Initiators:**

The main purpose of the initiator is polymerization. Polymerization can be initiated by photo initiator system which consists of camphorquonine a photo sensitizer and an initiator –tertiary amine through a self-cure system a chemical initiator like benzoyl peroxide or through dual cure initiator system, fillers: these fillers are added to the resin to reinforce the adhesive it gives a strengthening effect other reason is to modify the viscosity of the adhesive to a thicker to pastier consistency.
Mechanism of action:

Many trials have been made to achieve this type of bonding, but till now there are very few evidence that such bonds form. The reason simply is that the tooth surface is poorly standardized regarding chemical composition and that the bonds are not stable when other ions, diffuse along the interface and compete with the different bond sites.

Bonding to Hydroxyapatite:

The formula M-R-X) shows the chemical bonding in dentistry.

M - Stands for the methyl methacrylate group including the -CO-O- bond).

R - stands for a spacer consisting of a hydrocarbon chain,

X - is the group capable of bonding to calcium present on the tooth surface.

HYBRID LAYER:

The distinct zone between the bulk adhesive and non-denmineralized dentin (i.e.,) consisting of 50%collagen matrix and 50%resin is termed as hybrid layer. Hybrid layer is formed when an adhesive resin penetrates a de-mineralized or acid etched dentin surface infiltrates the visible collagen fibrils (fig:1). The hybrid layer is very tough when it is correctly formed and shows good micromechanical retention for resin(13) Infiltration of de-mineralized collagen fibers with resin and formation of hybrid layer results inSuccessful bonding.

Development of hybrid layer is a vital part of dentin bonding. The superiority of the hybrid layer that is formed decides the strength of resin-dentin interface. In2009, Ana Paula Martin specified that micromechanical behavior of hybrid layer along with voids should lower bond strength of self-etching adhesives then in 2011 they concluded that bonding agent with simplified application procedure were less successful compared to conventional total-etch adhesives. (14) Traditional enamel bonding theory postulates that resin tags mechanically lock into undercuts in the etched enamel.

The hybrid concept proposes that bonding stability will increase if the resin tags are supplemented by a thin zone of hybrid layer (resin-reinforced tissue). The hybrid layer forms an acid resistant envelope that seals the dentin, preventing from hypersensitivity and secondary caries.

Three characteristics are necessary for the formation of hybrid layers

1. The aggressive acid expose collagen below the hybrid layer and leaves a zone of weak dentin that leads to long term degradation

2. The bonding resin must include monomers with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups that can penetrate the dentin and combine with that.

3. The catalyst present here should allow polymerization process in the presence of oxygen and water.

There are three different zones in hybrid layer:

1. **Top zone:**
   It consists of loosely arranged collagen fibrils with inter-fibrillary spaces filled with the adhesive resin

2. **Mid-zone:**
   This consists of collagen fibrils infiltrated with resin with residual hydroxyapatite crystals between collagen

3. **Bottom zone:**
   It shows an abrupt transition to the underlying unaltered dentin with partially de-mineralized dentin containing hydroxyapatite crystals enveloped by adhesive resin. The resin monomers are not able to fully infiltrate the de-mineralized dentin, only a part of de-mineralized dentin remains susceptible to hydrolytic degradation. The remaining water gets entrapped in the hybrid layer and deteriorates the bond strength. The hydrophilic monomers act as a semi permeable membrane which allows the movement of water, classically known as “water tree” phenomenon. This exposes both resin and exposed collagen fibers to degradation by hydrolysis. (17)

Hybrid layer is formed by the penetration of monomer in dentin and its polymerization in situ which is essential for a good bonding to dentin.

The other one is the reverse hybrid layer in which the hybrid layer is surrounded by more inorganic material. The hybrid layer degrades coincidently with decreasing bond strength which contributes to the ageing of dentin.
bond integrity. This is caused by the activation of MMP’s which denature the collagen in the hybrid layer.\(^{(1)}\)

As the smear layer is a porous substrate, the expectation is that thick smear layers could work as water reservoir and accelerate the degradation of the bonds. The hybridized smear layer has as much attraction toward water. Various advancements in the properties of adhesive systems have been developed to reduce micro leakage by strengthening the adhesion between the tooth surface and the restoration, such as increasing the acid potential of the etchant, addition of Nano fillers, and change in resin composition.

**Total Etch Technique**

Fusayama advocated etching enamel and dentin simultaneous. This was a very opposing concept in the United States and Europe. acid-etching dentin produces pulpal death. A review of the literature indicated that the pulpal reactions which occurred after acid etching were largely because of inadequate sealing of etched cavities, and were the consequence of bacterial leakage.

Few years ago they found, reduction in etching time and improvements in bonding formulations and techniques have eliminated the acid-etching controversy. Bonding was a 3-step process:

1. Total etch and rinse
2. Priming and evaporation of solvent and
3. Application of the adhesive then light curing.

1. **Acid-** it uses 35-37% phosphoric acid which removes the smear layer and de-mineralizes the most superficial hydroxyapatite crystals, thus exposing both intertubular and peritubular collagen.

2. **Primer-** Includes bi-functional molecules (hydrophilic and hydrophobic).

3. **Resin-** Includes monomers that are mostly hydrophobic; such as Bis-GMA. The resin monomers permeate the water filled spaces between adjacent dentin collagen fibers that used to be occupied by hydroxyapatite crystals. Several dental product manufacturers brought fourth-generation bonding systems that etch dentin with phosphoric acids and some other acids. Examples include All- Bond 2, Amalgam bond, Clearfil Liner Bond OptiBond (Kerr), ProBond and Scotchbond Multi-Purpose Plus (3M). Many investigators have reported shear bond strengths for these materials that approach or exceed the typical enamel bond strength of 20 MPa. In addition, micro leakages studies indicate that they provide a better marginal seal than earlier generations of adhesives.

A separate acid-etching step is still needed in “total-etch” wet-bonding techniques. This is done by application of two layers of bonding agent to wet dentin. The first layer is the same purpose as did the original primer. It removes much of the residual water and starts into penetrate adhesive monomer into acid etched dentin. If the acid-etched dentin surface is too wet, the change of phase occurs. Generally, when the second layer of bonding agent is applied, fresh monomers and their solvent re-dissolve the resin globules, leaving a more homogeneous film.

**Ethanol Wet Bonding:**

The Ethanol wet-bonding concept was emerged from the tissue embedding techniques in which hydrated organic tissues are chemically dehydrated with ethanol for a few hours and then they will be embedded into epoxy resin. Due to the presence of water in the current wet-bonding techniques, there is a risk for phase separation of the hydrophobic Bis-GMA monomer from the hydrophilic resin monomers, which has limited water solubility. To avoid these problems, the wet-bonding technique involved the use of hydrophilic monomers, such as Hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA). These hydrophilic monomers absorb moisture after polymerization, which causes plasticization of the resin polymer chains and thereby decreases the resin-dentine bond strength. Then the “ethanol-wet bonding (EWB)” concept was developed to replace water with ethanol to support the de-mineralized dentine collagen fibrils.\(^{(26)}\)

This ethanol dehydration process is known as “full chemical dehydration protocol” given by Sadek et al. and takes more time and it is too complex to perform properly in a clinic daily.

When dentin is treated with an acidic conditioner is rinsed with water, the solubilized calcium and phosphate ions and reaction products should be extracted from the spaces between the collagen fibrils. When “wet bonding” techniques applied, the collagen fibril network is suspended in water, blocks the penetration of resin half way. Unlike the conventional water-wet-bonding
technique, this method uses ethanol instead of water to saturate and to prevent the collapse of de-mineralized dentin matrices before to resin application. Water is replaced from inter-fibrillar spaces with ethanol during saturation of de-mineralized dentin matrices with ethanol before the application of the adhesive.

The rationale behind this is that miscibility of adhesive resin monomers in the ethanol-saturated dentin matrices is better than those in the water-saturated dentin matrices. So ethanol is used as a saturation solvent for de-mineralized dentin matrices which allows intimate encapsulations of collagen fibrils with adhesive resin monomers. Therefore, ethanol-wet bonding might destroy enzymatic degradation of collagen fibrils and improve durability of resin dentin bonds (27).

The advantage of Ethanol-wet bonding technique is that it can successfully persuade less hydrophilic monomers into the dentine matrix, creating a more hydrophobic hybrid layer that could absorb less water. Adhesives should be applied on time to ethanol-wet dentine to permit better infiltration of the adhesive monomers. The timeliness results in the avoidance of the collapse of the collagen network caused by the quick Evaporation of ethanol. (28).

Self Etch Adhesive

Self-etch adhesives are developed for reduction in application steps and for hemical interaction with hydroxyapatite-coated collagen fibers. (32) Instead, bonding to dentin with additional phosphoric acid etching still remains controversial.

The idea of self-etching approach was created approximately 20 years ago, though, the first and second generations of bonding agents can be considered self-etch materials since no acid etching/rinsing or conditioning step were used. Self-etch adhesive systems also comprise HEMA monomer because most of the acidic monomers are low water-soluble and to rise the wettability of dentin surface. Bi- or multi-functional monomers are added to provide strength to the cross-linking formed from monomeric matrix (5). Because self-etch adhesive systems do not need a separate acid conditioning step and moist post-rinse control, they are considered simplified adhesive materials. (32) self-etch approach may have the best future perspective. They are categorized as Ultra mild self-etc., Mild self-etch, Intermediate self-etch, Strong self-etch

GIC Based Adhesive

Glass-ionomers continue as the only materials that are *self- adhesive* to tooth tissue without any surface pre-treatment. Pre-treatment with a feeble poly- alkenoic-acid conditioner significantly improves bonding. Glass-ionomer approach can be achieved following a one- or two-step application procedure. The extra conditioning step becomes more important, when coarse cutting diamonds are used and, so, thicker and more compact smear layers are produced. Poly-alkenoic-acid conditioner is applied for 10-to-20 seconds and gently rinsed off, followed by gently air-drying without dehydrating the surface. The increase in bonding efficiency must be partially attributed by

- “Cleaning” effect, by which cutting debris is removed, a partial “demineralization” effect, by which the surface area is enlarged
- Micro porosities for micromechanical meshing or hybridization are visible
- Chemical contact of poly-alkenoic acid with residual hydroxyapatite (31)

Glass ionomer cements (GIC) are often used as a lining or base material under resin composite restorations as a dentin replacement to seal the dentin with a material demonstrated to form a dependable bond. There is presently very little research data on the topic of bonding of GIC and resin-based adhesives, even if this technique is widely recommended for the restoration of large proximal cavities. Micromechanical bond is also significant to bond to a conventional GIC. In the case of resin-modified GICs, there is also a chemical bond between the resin constituent of the resin-modified GIC and resin of the enamel/dentin adhesive.

Conclusion

Improvements have been made for aesthetic appeal, ease of use and reduction of technique sensitivity. The innovation of dentin bonding agents has solved many issues like the application procedure and bonding and thus making the procedure minimally time conducive. As we enter the new millennium it is important to examine the past keeping abreast of the fast rapidly spreading progresses in the drill of adhesive dentistry with the hottest trend.
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